Color Scientist

If you have any questions please let me know.
Sincerely,
Ron Lyndon
Trylak Technologies
412-219-3080
rlyndon@trylak.com

Fortune 500 company is looking for a Color Scientist with coatings or ink experience. This is a full time direct hire position with my client.

Responsibilities:
The employee is primarily responsible for analyzing and identifying the necessary components to provide color matching paints and coatings for various products. You will be part of a research team supporting global customers in their color matching needs.

Requirements
The employee must have at least a Bachelors degree in Chemistry, physics, Chemical or Material Science Engineer and minimum 3+ years of work experience. Experience with color and tint based systems. Must be familiar with the use of spectrophotometer, calculus, and optics in the use of color matching. Strong organization skills are important to effectively manage the wide range of responsibilities. The employee must be able to clearly and effectively communicate in person and in writing.

PLEASE NOTE THIS POSITION IS LOCATED IN CLEVELAND, OHIO. Relocation is available.

If you are interested in discussing please email a Word copy of your resume to rlyndon@trylak.com